REAWAKENING THE SPIRIT OF
SCOTLAND’S RUGGED NORTH SHORE

MATURED & BOTTLED AT
WOLFBURN DISTILLERY,
THURSO, SCOTLAND

DOUBLE DISTILLED
IN SMALL STILLS FOR
A FULLER FLAVOUR

In 1821 William Smith founded a distillery on the outskirts of
Thurso in Caithness named Wolfburn after the watercourse it
drew waters from. Thurso, the northernmost village on the
mainlaind of Scotland, is surrounded by massive peat bogs, the
largest in all Europe, and remains mostly undeveloped and has
some of the most pristine waters as a result. The original distillery
was closed sometime in the 1860’s and was noted in ruins by the
1870’s. Present day, the reawakening commenced in 2013 with
Wolfburn now only a few hundred meters from the original site,
and drawing water from the same burn. The new distillery
welcomed the opportunity to create a whisky made the traditional
way, by hand, in a slow methodical process and aging in hand
selected casks on dunnage floor warehouses. All Wolfburn is
bottled with no chill filtration and never any coloring added.
Wolfburn’s smooth and easy drinking character stems from the
way it is made.

TASTING NOTES
The smooth and warming flavors present in Northland come from
the unhurried way in which the spirit is made, and the maturation
which takes place in American oak quarter casks. Matured and
bottled on site, Northland represents the first chapter in the history
of Wolfburn.

ON THE NOSE
Initially sweet with notes of fruit and fresh sea air. In the
background you’ll find citrus freshness and hints of cereal, and just
a trace of peat smoke.

ON THE PALATE
Sweet, nutty tones come to the fore, with hints of grapes and honey
in the background. Floral flavors abound, enhanced with just a hint
of dried fruit and spice.

TASTING NOTES
This beautiful sherried whisky is made from spirit laid down in a
combination of bourbon and Oloroso sherry casks. Benefitting
from long fermentation and slow, gentle distillation, the spirit is
laid down on site in our purpose-built warehouses. At the end of the
maturation process the casks are brought together to create an
exceptionally smooth and perfectly balanced dram.

ON THE NOSE
Sherry sweetness is followed by aromas of freshly cut grass and
autumn fruits, with just a hint of coffee and dark chocolate.

ON THE PALATE
Floral tones come to the fore, with overtones of spice and vanilla.
Fruity sweetness coats the palate, with fruit and nut flavors leading
to a warm, soft finish.
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Wolfburn is the most northerly distillery on the
Scottish mainland. Originally founded in 1821,
Wolfburn has been brought back to life after nearly 150
years silent and is now, once again, making truly
excellent single malt Scotch whisky.

TASTING NOTES
This lightly peated whisky is made from malted barley infused with
smoke during the drying process. It’s a reflection of history – the
original 19th Century distillery was largely fired by peat. Gentle
distillation is followed by maturation in our purpose-built
warehouses. The result is a beautifully smooth and rounded whisky.

ON THE NOSE
Initially smoky with hints of fruit and fresh sea air, accompanied by
vanilla and oak woodshavings.

ON THE PALATE
Floral notes abound, followed by raisins and light spices. Malty
flavors open up on the palate, with soft honey sweetness at the
finish.

TASTING NOTES

LANGSKIP
NON-CHILL FILTERED
N AT

URA L COLOUR

A sweet, balanced and beautifully easy-drinking dram, Langskips
strength is matched only by its smoothness. Matured entirely in
first-fill bourbon casks this whisky has a unique richness and an
extraordinary depth of flavor. Bottled at 58% alcohol by volume,
Langskip represents the very best of Wolfburn.

ON THE NOSE
Aromas of fruit blossom meld with dried apples and light oak. In
the background you’ll find traces of raisins and dates mixed with
rich fruit cake.

ON THE PALATE
Flavors burst onto the palate, rich and sweet, including maple
syrup, dark chocolate, almonds and raisins. The finish lingers
nicely – hints of vanilla gently fade away with a warming trace of
caramel at the end.
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